
Abstract

This poster proposes two novel approaches for predicting the outcome of cricket matches by
modeling the team performance based on the performances of its players in other matches.
Our first approach is based on feature encoding, which assumes that there are different
categories of players exist and models each team as a composition of player–category
relationships. The second approach is based on a shallow Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) architecture, which contains only four layers to learn an end-to-end mapping between
the performance of the players and the outcome of matches. Both of our approaches give
considerable improvement over the baseline approaches we consider, and our shallow CNN
architecture performs better than our proposed feature encoding based approach. We show
that the outcome of a match can be predicted with over 70% of accuracy.

Methodology
Let 𝑋𝑖,𝑡

𝑠 ∈ ℝd represents the performance of a player 𝑃𝑖 from the team 𝑇𝑡 at the season s, where 𝑋𝑖,𝑡
𝑠 can be

represented by the player 𝑃𝑖’s batting, bowling and fielding capability at the season s.

Team 𝑇𝑡
𝑠 can be represented as { 𝑋1,𝑡

𝑠−1,𝑋2,𝑡
𝑠−1, …………. , 𝑋11,𝑡

𝑠−1 }; Here the important thing is that the season

should be s-1, because the match season is s therefore we need to get the player performance from the
previous season to represent the team composition. Then only we can get the recent performance of the
player. The outcome is represented as either 0 or 1; if the outcome is 1 then the Team 1 is won against the
Team 2(Opponent); if the outcome is 0 then the Team 2 (Opponent) is won against Team 1. We eliminated the
matches if the outcome is draw or no result.

Mainly, The following are the two different approaches carried out:
• Feature encoding approach
• CNN approach

Hard Assignment model Soft Assignment model

Convolution Neural  Network approachBasic idea of the methodology

Dataset
We crawled the website www.espncricinfo.com using our Python wrapper codes to collect the
dataset. We were able to collect players information and the details of ODI matches from May 2013
to October 2017. Our dataset contains 2, 581 players and 474 ODI matches in total.

Season 2013 2013/14 2014 2014/15 2015 2015/16 2016 2016/17 2017 2017/18

No. of 

matches

47 59 35 91 33 90 37 60 51 12

Testing results
We use Accuracy as the evaluation measure. For the proposed Feature encoding-based approach, we
iterate each experiment 10 times and report the average and standard deviation of accuracy values
over these iterations.

In these approaches, we used 474 ODI matches and 70 % data for training and 30 % data for testing.
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Effect of dictionary size when tested on different seasons. Vertical bars shows the standard errors.

Comparison of different approaches for cricket outcome prediction: baseline 1 and baseline 2 represent the concatenated feature representation and the
averaged representation approaches respectively. FE represents the proposed feature encoding approach with a fixed dictionary size of 10. Ntr AND Nte represent
the number of training and testing matches (augmented) respectively.
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Classification

Feature Encoding Approach
We used two types clustering techniques define the player categories
• Hard Assignment model
• Soft Assignment model

We used linear SVM for the classification process with this trained model to get the output.
Conclusion and Discussion

In this poster, we presented two novel approaches for predicting the outcome of Cricket matches.
Both of our approaches perform considerably better than the baseline approaches we considered. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first group to apply CNN for Cricket outcome prediction. We
showed that the outcome of a Cricket match can be predicted with an accuracy of over 70%. In this
work, we modeled each team based on the performance of the players play for that team. We
considered features such as number of matches played in each season, number of runs scored,
number wickets captured, and so on. However, we haven’t considered some of the crucial factors
such as the ranking of the players, player’s strike rate, etc. These factors along with a larger dataset
will be considered in our future work.


